STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS FOR 2016
YEAR THREE

Dear Parents

Listed below are items to be supplied for your child at the commencement of 2016. Some of these items may need to be replenished during the year. Please ensure all exercise books are covered on the front with the class covers given to children then covered in clear contact and labelled with your child’s name and class.

In order to ensure a smooth start to the year, it is essential that all items are brought to school on the first day of Term 1.

1   Scrapbook
12  96 page A4 with ruled margin
1   30cm ruler (not metal) mm if possible
1   pencil case
1   student homework diary (2016)
2   red pens
1   A4 display folder
10  HB lead pencils (no pacers)
14  adhesive labels for name subject and class

Coloured pencils/wind up crayons
Textas

2   glue sticks per term (8)
1   box of tissues
1   pencil sharpener
1   eraser
1   pair scissors
1   highlighter
1   packet Baby Wipes

Thank you for your support.

Year Three 2016 Teachers